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Abstract
We investigate the quark masses and mixings by including vector-like down-type quark singlets in universality of strength for Yukawa couplings
(USY). In contrast with the standard model with USY, the sufficient CP violation is obtained for the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix through
the mixing between the ordinary quarks and quark singlets. The top–bottom mass hierarchy mt  mb also appears naturally in the USY scheme
with the down-type quark singlets.
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Open access under CC BY license.The explanation of the masses and mixings of quarks and
leptons is one of the fundamental issues in particle physics.
Many notable ideas to address this problem have been in-
vestigated, including the universality of strength for Yukawa
couplings (USY) [1,2]. In the standard model with USY, the
nearly democratic quark mass matrices [3] are provided, and the
quark masses and the magnitude of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–
Maskawa (CKM) matrix are really reproduced with the suit-
able USY phases. However, the USY scheme seems to con-
front some difficulties within the context of the standard model.
Some reasonable explanation should be presented for the top–
bottom mass hierarchy mt  mb; it is simply attributed to the
hierarchy of the Yukawa couplings between the up and down
sectors with one Higgs doublet, or a large ratio of the vacuum
expectation values (VEV’s) of two Higgs doublets. More seri-
ously, it is quite difficult to obtain the sufficient CP violation for
the CKM matrix in the standard model with USY [1,4], which
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Open access under CC BY license.is essentially due to the fact that the USY phases are small to
provide the quark masses except for the third generation.
In this Letter, we present a new look at the USY scheme by
including exotic ingredients. Specifically, we investigate an ex-
tension of the standard model with extra down-type quark sin-
glets [5–8]. The standard model contains three generations of
the ordinary quarks, left-handed doublets qiL = (uiL, diL)T and
right-handed singlets uiR, diR (i = 1,2,3), and a Higgs dou-
blet H . In addition, ND vector-like down-type quark singlets
DaL and DaR (a = 4, . . . ,3+ND) and a Higgs singlet S are in-
cluded [7,8], which may be accommodated in E6-type models.
We will show that the actual quark masses and CKM matrix are
indeed obtained in the USY scheme with extra down-type quark
singlets. In particular, through the d–D mixing the sufficient CP
violation for the CKM matrix is provided from some large USY
phases of the Yukawa couplings with the Higgs singlet S. (This
mixing mechanism to transmit the CP violation is considered in
Refs. [6,7].) The top–bottom hierarchy mt  mb also appears
naturally in the USY scheme (or more generally flavor democ-
racy) due to the existence of extra down-type quark singlets but
no such up-type quark singlets as in the 27 of E6.
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are given by
LY = −q¯iLΛuijujRH − q¯iLΛdiJDJR
(
iσ2H
∗)
− D¯aLΛDaJDJRS + H.c.,
(1)Λuij =
λu
3
e
iφuij , ΛdiJ =
λd
3
eiφ
d
iJ , ΛDaJ =
λD
3
eiφ
D
aJ ,
where J = j, b with Dj ≡ dj and Db ≡ Db . The respective
types of Yukawa couplings are specified with the strengths
λu, λd , λD and USY phases φuij , φ
d
iJ , φ
D
aJ . The couplings
D¯aLDJRS∗ are excluded here for definiteness if S is a complex
field. This is really the case for the supersymmetric model with
a pair of Higgs doublets. The quark mass matrices are given
from Eq. (1) as
(2)Mu = (λv/3)
(
e
iφuij
)
, MD = (λv/3)
(
eiφ
d
iJ
κeiφ
D
aJ
)
,
where 〈H 0〉 = v, 〈S〉 = vS (the possible phase is absorbed
by φDaJ ), and κ = vS/v. We investigate the case of λu = λd =
λD = λ for definiteness, while the result is readily extended for
different λu, λd , λD .
We first consider the up-type quark mass matrix
(3)Mu = Mu(0)+Mu =
(1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
)
+Mu,
where the perturbation part is given as Mu  iΦu with the
small USY phase matrix (Φu)ij = φuij . Henceforth the quark
mass terms are presented to be dimensionless measured in unit
of λv/3 ( mt/3). The up-type quark mass matrix is relevantly
expressed in the hierarchical basis by making a suitable trans-
formation [1,2]:
(4)M˜u = U†qMuUqIu  diag(0,0,3)+ iΦ˜uIu,
where Φ˜u = U†qΦuUq , Uq = U(1)[12]U(
√
2 )[23], Iu =
diag(−i,−i,1), and “diag” represents a diagonal matrix. The
unitary transformation U(α)[IJ ] between the I th and J th
quarks is specified with a 2 × 2 matrix
U(α) = 1√
1 + |α|2
(
1 α
−α∗ 1
)
,
supplemented with the right dimension, 3 × 3 for the up sec-
tor and (3 + ND) × (3 + ND) for the down sector. We note
here that by suitably choosing the phases of qiL’s and ujR’s,
the USY phases are taken in general as φui3 = −φui1 − φui2 and
φu3j = −φu1j − φu2j , giving (Φ˜u)i3 = (Φ˜u)3j = 0. In this USY
phase convention, the pre-factor i for Φ˜u is practically removed
with Iu, and the up-type quark mass matrix in Eq. (4) is given as
(5)M˜u = VuL diag(mu,mc,mt )V †uR 
(
φ˜u1 φ˜u2 0
φ˜c1 φ˜c2 0
0 0 3
)
with φ˜uij = (Φ˜u)ij (u1 = u, u2 = c, u3 = t ).
The quark mass hierarchy mu 	 mc 	 mt for the nearly de-
mocratic Mu in Eq. (3) is understood in terms of the sequentialbreakings of the permutation symmetry S3qL among the left-
handed quark doublets [9]:
(6)S3qL → S2qL → non.
The democratic and S3qL invariant Mu(0) provides the top mass.
Then, for the USY phases in Eq. (5) the S2qL invariant terms φ˜cj
and the small S2qL breaking ones φ˜uj provide the charm and up
masses, respectively, as
(7)|φ˜cj | ∼ mc  |φ˜uj | ∼ mu
with (VuL)12 ∼ mu/mc 	 1 (VuL  1).
We next investigate the down sector including two singlet
D’s, while the essential features are valid for ND  2. The USY
scheme with only one D is, however, unsatisfactory, still pro-
viding the too small CP violation for the CKM matrix. This is
because the USY phases φD4J in Λ
D with the Higgs singlet S
are all eliminated away by rephasing DJR’s. Then, the remain-
ing USY phases should be small to provide the ordinary quark
masses just as in the standard model with USY.
The down-type quark mass matrix is given as
(8)MD =MD(0)+MD.
The main part has a quasi-democratic form
(9)MD(0) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
κ κ κ κ κ
κ κ κ κ κ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
with κ = vS/v. The remaining part MD is provided with the
USY phase matrix ΦD , (ΦD)iJ = φdiJ and (ΦD)aJ = φDaJ . In
accordance with Eq. (4) for the up sector, the mass matrix of
down sector is transformed as
M˜D = U(1)†[45]U†qMDUqU(
√
3 )[34]U(2)[45]ID
(10)=
(
M˜d ˜
′
dD
˜dD M˜D
)
,
where ID = diag(−i,−i,−i,−e−iθ ,1) with θ to be fixed be-
low in Eq. (14). The USY phase matrix ΦD is transformed
in the same way to Φ˜DID . This transformation respects the
SU(2)W ×U(1)Y gauge symmetry without dL–DL mixing. The
main part is given in this basis as
(11)M˜D(0) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
√
15
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
√
10κ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
providing four (3 + ND − 1) zero eigenvalues. Hence, in con-
trast with the flavor democracy in the standard model, the bot-
tom quark no longer acquires so a heavy mass as the top quark.
This reasonably explains the top–bottom hierarchy mt  mb in
the USY scheme. It is also noticed that one (ND − 1) D should
obtain a mass from the USY phases as well as the ordinary d’s.
The USY phases in Λd with the Higgs doublet H are sup-
posed to be small to provide the ordinary quark masses and
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glet S may be large to provide the significant CP violation for
the CKM matrix through the d–D mixing. It is convenient here
to make φD5J = 0 by rephasing DJR’s. We may also take for
simplicity φD4j ≈ φD44 ≈ 0 under the approximate S4DR amongD1R–D4R together with the rephasing of D4L (though not es-
sential for the desired CP violation). That is, in this convention
(12)∣∣φdiJ ∣∣, ∣∣φD4j ∣∣, ∣∣φD44∣∣	 1, ∣∣φD45∣∣∼ 1, φD5J = 0.
The submatrix M˜D in M˜D is given as
(13)M˜D  κ√
10
( || 
2|| 10 +
)
,
where
(14) ≡ ||eiθ ≡ exp[iφD45]− 1
with θ = [(|φD45| + π)/2]Sign[φD45]. Then, the masses of the
heavy quarks, almost the singlets, are given as
(15)mD1  (2/
√
10 )||κ, mD2 
√
10κ.
The submatrix M˜d for the ordinary quarks is given as
M˜d = V (0)dL diag
(
m
(0)
d ,m
(0)
s ,m
(0)
b
)
V
(0)†
dR
(16) Φ˜(3)D =
(
φ˜d1 φ˜d2 φ˜d3
φ˜s1 φ˜s2 φ˜s3
φ˜b1 φ˜b2 φ˜b3
)
with m(0)di ∼ mdi (d1 = d , d2 = s, d3 = b), where Φ˜
(3)
D is the
3 × 3 submatrix of Φ˜D . (The pre-factor i is removed for Φ˜(3)D
with ID .) In accordance with the up sector, the hierarchical
quark masses and mixings may be reproduced in terms of S3qL
and S2qL in Eq. (6) as
(17)|φ˜bj | ∼ mb  |φ˜sj | ∼ ms  |φ˜dj | ∼ md.
The left-handed mixing V (0)dL in Eq. (16) is taken as the pre-
CKM matrix (Particle Data Group convention) with the van-
ishing complex phase δ(0)13  0 and the mixing angles θ(0)ij ∼
mdi /mdj (i < j ) from Eq. (17). Then, by including the d–D
mixing effects as seen below, the CKM matrix with sufficient
CP violation can be reproduced with reasonable values of θ(0)ij ,
which are adjustable in terms of the USY phases. The right-
handed mixing V (0)dR , on the other hand, may be absorbed prac-
tically into djR’s without physical effects.
The d–D mixing terms in Eq. (10) are given as
(18)˜dD  κ
(
φ˜D1d φ˜D1s φ˜D1b
φ˜D2d φ˜D2s φ˜D2b
)
,
(19)˜′dD 
⎛
⎝−ie−iθ φ˜dD1 iφ˜dD2−ie−iθ φ˜sD1 iφ˜sD2
−ie−iθ φ˜bD1 iφ˜bD2 +
√
15
⎞
⎠ ,
where φ˜Dkdj = (Φ˜D)3+k,j and φ˜diDk = (Φ˜D)i,3+k . These d–D
mixing terms provide certain corrections to M˜d , which may be
evaluated perturbatively as
(20)(δM˜d)ij  −
∑
(˜′dD)i4(˜dD)4j /mDk .
DkThen, mainly through D1, significant imaginary parts are pro-
vided to Vub and Vtd for the desired CP violation as
Im[Vub]  Im[Vtd ]  Im
[
(δM˜d)13/(M˜d)33
]
(21)
√
5
2
φ˜dD1 φ˜D1b
φ˜b3
cos θ
|| ∼ −0.003.
In total, the left-handed mixing VdL for the ordinary diL’s
is determined as the 3 × 3 submatrix of the unitary matrix to
diagonalize the entire M˜D in Eq. (10) [5–8]. Then, the weak
charged current mixing matrix V (CKM matrix) for the ordi-
nary quarks is given (VuL  1) by
(22)V = V †uLVdL.
Here, the case of diagonal M˜d in Eq. (16) (V (0)dL = V (0)dR = 1)
may be specifically interesting, where the CKM mixing emerges
entirely from the d–D mixing in the hierarchical basis. In this
case, Vus , in particular, is estimated as
(23)|Vus |  |(δM˜d)12||m(0)s + (δM˜d)22|
 |Vub|/|Vcb|| cos θ | ,
where the relations |m(0)s + (δM˜d)22|  | Im[(δM˜d)22]|, and
|φ˜dD1 |/|φ˜sD1 |  |(δM˜d)1j |/|(δM˜d)2j |  |Vub|/|Vcb| are con-
sidered.
The d–D mixing also induces small corrections to the
weak neutral currents, which are related to the unitarity vio-
lation of VdL [5–8]. We estimate, in particular, |(V †dLVdL)33 −
1|  |(VdLV †dL)33 −1|  |(˜′dD)35(/5)|2/m2D1 +|(˜′dD)35|2/
m2D2  3/κ2, where the correction to (˜′dD)34 through the
D1R–D2R mixing  |/5| is included. Then, in order to sup-
press the correction to Rb for Z → bb¯ to be less than 0.1%,
(24)κ = vS/v  50
is required, implying mD1  1 TeV with ||  0.5. This hi-
erarchy of the VEV’s may be realized naturally in some su-
persymmetric model with an extra gauge symmetry (⊂ E6)
spontaneously broken by 〈S〉 = vS . The quark singlet with
mD1 ∼ 1 TeV may provide a sizable contribution to the neu-
tron electric dipole moment, while the effect on ′/ will be
small enough [6,7].
A numerical result is obtained for the CKM matrix with the
CP violation angles as
|V | =
(0.9746 0.2240 0.0037
0.2239 0.9738 0.0400
0.0078 0.0395 0.9986
)
,
α = 96.8◦, β = 23.6◦, γ = 59.6◦,
and the rephasing invariant CP violation measure J = 2.81 ×
10−5. The USY phases are taken suitably with κ = 50; φuij =
3[Uq diag(mu/mt ,mc/mt ,0)U†q ]ij for M˜u (Φ˜u) in Eq. (5) with
VuL = VuR = 1; φdi2, φdi3, φdi4 with φdi1 = 0 for M˜d (Φ˜(3)D )
in Eq. (16) with V (0)dL = V (0)dR = 1 and (m(0)d /md,m(0)s /ms,
m
(0)
b /mb) = (1.026,2.067,1.008); φdi5 = (Uq)ij φ˜djD with
(φ˜dD, φ˜sD, φ˜bD) = (−0.01,−0.107,0) for ˜′ ; (φD ,φD ,dD 41 42
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phase φD45 are shown, where φ˜dD is taken typically as −0.003 (right), −0.01
(left), −0.02 (middle).
φD43, φ
D
44, φ
D
45) = (0,0,0.0405,−0.0139,0.911) with φD5J = 0
for ˜dD and M˜D . The quark masses are obtained as
mu = 3 MeV, mc = 1.25 GeV, mt = 177 GeV,
md = 6 MeV, ms = 100 MeV, mb = 4.25 GeV,
mD1 = 1.66 TeV, mD2 = 9.18 TeV
with mD1/mD2  ||/5 (|| = 0.88). The result of a USY
phase space scan is also shown in Fig. 1 for the CP viola-
tion angles β (lower) and γ (upper) versus the USY phase
φD45. The USY phase values are taken as in the above exam-
ple. In particular, φ˜dD is taken typically as −0.003 (right),
−0.01 (left), −0.02 (middle) with φ˜bD = 0, by considering
|φ˜D1b|  0.1 in Eq. (21) with φ˜b3  mb/(mt/3), and |φ˜sD1 | 
(|Vcb|/|Vub|)|φ˜dD1 | 0.1. Then, φ˜sD , φD43, φD44 (φD41 = φD42 = 0)
and m(0)s /ms are adjusted for |Vus | = 0.224, |Vcb| = 0.040 and
|Vub| = 0.0037. (The small φ˜bD may be eliminated by rephas-
ing D5R, which is almost compensated with a slight shift of
φD45 by φ˜bD/
√
3 ∼ some degree.) We have found suitable USY
phase values to reproduce the quark masses and CKM matrix
with β  21◦–24◦ and γ  40◦–90◦. This range of β is re-
ally reproduced by the Particle Data Group convention with
γ  δ13 and |Vus |, |Vcb|, |Vub| for θ12, θ23, θ13. (Solutions are
not found for γ  40◦ or  90◦ with our computation algo-
rithm.) As seen in Fig. 1, φD45 takes the maximal value φ¯D45 for
given φ˜dD , providing γ = γ¯ . (We have evaluated γ¯  66◦–71◦
and φ¯D45  53◦–62◦ for −0.03  φ˜dD  −0.002.) This corre-
sponds to the condition m(0)s + Re[(δM˜d)22] = 0 in Eq. (23),
specifying γ¯  π − θ¯ = (π − φ¯D45)/2, as verified by calculating
VdL roughly with Eq. (20). The mass of the lighter quark singlet
is estimated as mD1 ≈ 1.6 TeV (κ/50) for φD45 ≈ 50◦. These re-
sults are valid for the experimentally determined range of |Vus |,
|Vcb|, |Vub|.
The USY structure may be realized just above the elec-
troweak scale as in some large extra dimension models [10,
11]. On the other hand, if it is given at a very high unifica-
tion scale, the robustness under renormalization group should
be considered. We note that the Yukawa couplings have the spe-cific structures in the hierarchical basis as
Λ˜u = λ3
(0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 3
)
,
Λ˜D = λ3
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
√
15
0 0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 0 ∗ √10 + ∗
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Here, “∗” denotes the dominant terms with the large USY
phases for mD’s and the CP violation, while “0” the pertur-
bation ones with the small USY phases for the ordinary quark
masses, except for mt , and mixings. By setting the small USY
phases to be zero, chiral symmetries U(2)qL ×U(2)uR ×U(3)dR
really appear. In particular, U(2)qL may break as U(2)qL →
U(1)q1L → non in accordance with Eq. (6). By virtue of these
approximate symmetries the above USY structure is almost
maintained under the renormalization group evolution. Then,
by including the renormalization group corrections, the suitable
USY phase values will be found at the unification scale in some
reasonable range to reproduce the quark masses and CKM ma-
trix with sufficient CP violation, as investigated so far.
In summary, we have investigated the quark masses and
mixings in the USY scheme by including vector-like down-
type quark singlets. In contrast with the standard model with
USY, the sufficient CP violation is obtained for the CKM ma-
trix through the mixing between the ordinary down-type quarks
and quark singlets. Two or more quark singlets are needed to
have the relevant large USY phases for the desired CP violation.
These quark singlets may have masses ∼ TeV, to be discov-
ered in the future collider experiments [12]. We have shown
that with rather flexible choices of the USY phase values the
actual quark masses and CKM matrix are really reproduced.
Then, it is interesting for further investigations to invoke some
textures and flavor symmetries for the USY phases so as to
derive some predictive relations among the quark masses and
mixings. The top–bottom hierarchy mt  mb also appears nat-
urally in the USY scheme in the presence of extra down-type
quark singlets but no extra up-type quark singlets. Furthermore,
in the USY scheme (or more generally flavor democracy), the
fermion mass hierarchy may be extended as mt  mb ∼ mτ if
vector-like lepton doublets are also present. In E6-type models,
such down-type quark singlets and lepton doublets are indeed
accommodated in the 27 representation.
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